This paper presents an innovative complete observable initial alignment method for strapdown inertial navigation system. This method negates the need for multi-position rotation or a complex rotating mechanism. First, the coupling relationship between the error state variables is analytically derived. Based on the equivalence relationship between the acceleration output and the angular rate output and error state variables, an improved extended-measurement equation is then established. The feasibility of the scheme that accelerates the convergence speed is theoretically demonstrated, and the observability of the proposed method is qualitatively and quantitatively analyzed in comparisons with established methods (piece-wise constant system, singular value decomposition, and error covariance matrix analysis). The results confirm that the improved measurement model enhances the observability of state variables to different extent and can achieve complete observability of the system. The proposed method not only can provide the fast and accurate estimation of the alignment error, but also can predict the gyro bias online. More specifically, the equivalent horizontal accelerometer output certainly accelerated the convergence of the horizontal alignment error, and introducing the equivalent gyroscope output improved the convergence speed of the heading alignment error. It is a potential candidate for speeding up the convergence of the stationary initial alignment.
I. INTRODUCTION
The strapdown inertial navigation system (SINS) is an autonomous dead reckoning system that provides the attitude, position and speed for a carrier. It is widely used in aerospace, warship, land vehicles, and other deployments requiring navigation and positioning. Determining the initial attitude information (called initial alignment) is a crucial step in SINS. The speed and accuracy of the initial alignment were discussed in [1] . The main research in this field has focused on observability analysis, error estimation, and error reduction algorithms [2] . In applications such as vehicle weapon systems, satellite launch vehicles and ballistic missiles, it is highly desirable to align without any external assistance. From the perspective of implementation, the self-alignment process is divided into coarse alignment and fine alignment. The coarse alignment is to approximate The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Pietro Savazzi . the initial value by the Earth rotation angular rate and the gravity vector in the carrier coordinate system. Fine alignment improve the initial value attitude of coarse alignment by optimal estimation method. This paper concentrates on the latter.
The accuracy of the error estimation during the fine alignment of stationary SINS mainly depends on the characteristics of the Kalman Filter (KF). Most of the fine alignment methods in the literature are based on the work of Bar-Itzhack and Berman [3] , who derived a dynamic model of the system propagation error, and determined the relationship between observability and state variable estimation during the alignment process. The non-holonomic constraints ''zero velocity update'' (ZVU) strategy is an important measurement parameter for estimating the initial attitude error. Since this pioneering work, many self-alignment proposals have emerged one after another. When representative literatures are examined in detail, the preferred methods appear to consider the velocity error as the measured variable, except that the application scenario and the selected KF performance. Studies on stationary initial alignment [4] - [11] , in-motion alignment [12] , [13] , multi-position alignment [14] - [17] , and various KFs [18] - [20] are ubiquitous. What this paper want to focus on is that the accuracy and speed of the error estimation can be improved by measuring the outputs of the equivalent inertial devices. It mainly includes the equivalent horizontal accelerometer output [21] , [22] , the equivalent east gyro output [23] - [26] . Meanwhile, Silva et al. [27] , [28] analyzed the full-order state error model and considered that the 12th-order state is the optimal stationary initial alignment error model selection. The removal of the position error does not significantly affect on the error estimate of the misalignment angle. However, as the vertical velocity error is coupled to other error variables, these errors should not be removed from the state equation. The ''constant Earth rate and gravity update'' (CERGU) constraint is proposed by the Cholesky factorization of the observability information matrix. That is to say, it can be confirmed that the idea of adopting the output of inertial devices as equivalent extended measurement is effective, and the error estimation convergence in the KF process can be accelerated. The same conclusion was reached in [24] and [25] .
An observability analysis of the system can be applied to estimate the KF efficiency of the system state. From a control theory perspective, the basic difficulty of self-alignment technology is that the system can not be completely observed. For a linear time-varying system, a basic observable matrix is used for rank checking. The common method is the piece-wise constant system (PWCS) [29] . However, this scheme only provides a yes-no type judgment. The error estimate can not be determined uniquely by the selected measurement, which type of state variable is unobservable, it is unclear. In addition, the observability of each state variable can be analyzed by error covariance matrix. When the error covariance of the state variable does not decrease with time and converge to nearly zero, the error estimation of the corresponding state variable may have a large estimation error [30] , [31] . Observability, which better reveals the effect of error state variables, is an suitable index of state error convergence. Observability can be analyzed by singular value decomposition (SVD), which requires only dimensionless values and no filtering operations [11] . SVD has been successfully applied to in-motion alignment [32] , rotational modulation technique [15] , multiposition alignment [14] , transfer alignment [33] , aided alignment [34] , and spacecraft navigation filtering [35] . Therefore, to better understand the performance of a fine alignment filter, a complete observability analysis (qualitative and quantitative) is necessitated. After reviewing the above studies, the intriguing problems have arisen: Do these different measurement options have the same filtering effect, and which combination of measurement equations is optimal? Second, how to evaluate the superiority of these filter performance?
The aforementioned questions have motivated the work in this paper. Based on the work of Silva et al. [27] , [28] , this paper takes the 12-state error equation as the first choice for stationary alignment. The measurement equation is then established from the equivalent horizontal acceleration, equivalent angular rate, and velocity error. The coupling relationship between the error variables is analyzed. System observability is qualitatively and quantitatively confirmed in comparisons with various observability analysis methods. The results confirm that the proposed method can achieve complete observability of system state variables. Furthermore, the extended measurement information can indeed advance the error convergence of the initial alignment. Meanwhile, The gyro bias is also well estimated.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the coupling relationship between the error states. Section 3 presents the establishment process of extended measurement equation, and Section 4 analyzes the observability by different analysis methods for various measurement choices. The simulation results are presented in Section 5. Whilst the conclusions and suggestions for future works are presented in Section 6.
II. ERROR STATE ANALYSIS
The selection of the 12-state error equation has been proved to be optimal in the stationary initial alignment according to [28] , so was adopted as the analytical strategy in this paper. The navigation coordinate system is composed of the east, north, and up directions (subscripted by E, N and U , respectively), and the state variables are given by
where φ E , φ N , φ U are the elements of the alignment error vector, δV E , δV N , δV U are the elements of velocity error vector, ε E , ε N , ε U and ∇ E , ∇ N , ∇ U are the gyro bias and accelerometer drift, respectively.
The state space equation can be written as (2)-(4), as shown at the bottom of the next page, where w ie is the Earth's rotation rate, R M , R N are the latitude and longitude of the Earth respectively, h and L are the height and latitude of the target, respectively.
The mutual coupling between the state errors was analyzed through the measurements and their time derivatives, which are the only observables that can be fully guaranteed at this time. In the traditional state error equation which assumes the velocity error as the only observable, ε U has extremely low observability, φ U , ∇ E , ∇ N are unobservable. This fact has been often confirmed in the literature [36] . Due to space limitations, this paper restricts the analysis to these four state variables.
Using the measurement equation and its derivatives, the state variables and their errors are coupled through (1)- (3) as follows:
The alignment errors are derived from (5), (8)-(9), as follows:
The derivative of (9) is
Rearranging (15),
Substituting (12) and (16) into (14) yields
As shown in (17), the error of the heading alignment is related not only to the second derivative of the north velocity error, but also to the east accelerometer drift and the east gyro bias. In the traditional measurement equation, ∇ E is unobservable. Meanwhile, the higher the required time derivative, the longer and the noisier the estimated, resulting in an unobservable heading alignment error.
Next, we investigate the coupling relationship between ε U , ∇ E , ∇ N and the remaining error state variables.
Rearranging (7) - (9), we obtain
Equation (17) then becomeṡ
Substituting (13) and (21) into (18), (22) , as shown at the bottom of the next page.
X(t) = AX(t) + Bw(t)
From (19) - (20) and (22), it can be concluded that the east accelerometer drift is mainly affected by the first derivative of the east velocity error and the north alignment error. Meanwhile, the north accelerometer drift is mainly limited by the first derivative of the north velocity error and the east alignment error. The vertical gyro bias is mainly determined by the combination of the third derivative of the north velocity error, the second derivative of the east velocity error, and the north accelerometer drift. Hence, this bias has low observability.
III. ESTABLISH EXTENDED MEASUREMENT EQUATION
As stated in [28] , stationary alignment measurements can be selected under the CERGU constraint. The measurement equation based on the velocity error is expressed as [4] - [11] :
According to equations in [38] , the accelerometer output in the stationary initial alignment is the measured gravitational acceleration. In the absence of errors, this is given by
where, −g n = 0 0 g T , g is the magnitude of the gravitational acceleration, and f b is the specific force output of the accelerometer. Considering the measurement error of the accelerometer and the calculation error of the attitude matrix, the actual projection of the accelerometer output is given by
where
Substituting (26) -(27) into (25) , and omitting the small second-order amount, we obtain
The coupling between the vertical specific force component and the horizontal attitude angle error is extremely weak.
Expanding the first two components of (29), the following equation is obtained.
According to (30) , the equivalent east and north accelerometer outputs can be obtained as part of the extended measurement.
Rearranging (30)
From (32), since the specific forces f E and f N are directly measurable, that is observable. The east and north alignment errors can be directly estimated from the functional expression of f E , f N , and are no longer estimated by the first derivative of the velocity error in (12)- (13) . Therefore, the horizontal alignment can be accelerated.
Furthermore, the equivalent formula is simply an approximation of the rigorous expression channels in [24] . To analyze this work in depth, we expand the measurement equation in the navigation coordinate system by including the gyro information.
Under ideal conditions, w ie is known when given latitude values, then (33) w n en , w n nb are both zeros when the SINS is stationary. The angular rate measurement with error is given by
The equivalent angular rate output is
Here, C n b ,Ĉ n b , C n b donate the true value, the KF-estimated value and the SINS-calculated value of the attitude transformation matrix respectively. BecauseĈ n b is closer to C n b than C n b , soĈ n b is commonly used. In the navigation coordinate system,
Note that w n ie − C n bw b ib is directly calculated, therefore, w can be considered observable.
Equation (36) is exactly the different point as described in [24] . But not least, the third part of extended measurement involves the equivalent angular rate.
Under the assumption
Taking the first line of the above measurement equation for analysis.w
Rearranging (36),
Substituting (12) into (37),
Unlike (17), (41) includes the equivalent gyro information in the extended observation, φ U can be directly estimated from the first derivative of the east velocity error and the equivalent angular rate output. The high-order derivative of the velocity error is no longer required. Therefore, introducing the equivalent gyroscope information as added measurement can greatly accelerate the convergence of φ U .
Taking the third line of (38) .
Rearranging (42), and Substituting (32) in it.
Unlike (22), the vertical gyro bias can be directly observed directly from the equivalent gyro output and equivalent acceleration output. The third derivative of the north velocity error, the second derivative of the east velocity error is no longer needed. Then, the convergence speed is increased.
In summary, the proposed measurement fuses the velocity error and the equivalent inertial device outputs. The final model is expressed as
The above theoretical analysis derived the coupling relationship between each state error and the new measurement equation. The influence of different measurements on the estimation of state variables will be presented in the next section.
IV. OBSERVABLITY ANALYSIS
Observability determines whether an error state vector can be inferred from the measurement input of the system.
A single observability analysis method is often not comprehensive enough. This section evaluates the observability of the system state errors for the measurement options mentioned in the well-known literature reports by PWCS, SVD, and error covariance matrix analysis.
A. PWCS
In time-varying systems, PWCS is applicable to in short time intervals. To simplify the problem, Goshen Meskin and Bar-Itzhack analyzed the observability of the system through the Stripped Observability Matrix (SOM) [37] . The number of observable variables in the system equals the rank of the matrix. If the matrix Q s (j) is full rank, the system defined in the PWCS is fully observable. If the matrix Q s (j) is not full, the number of unobservable variables in the system is equal to the difference between the two.
B. SVD
In unobservable systems, PWCS cannot distinguish between the observable and unobservable state variables. Instead, SVD is an observable analysis method based on the matrix Q s (j), we can intuitively understand the observable level of each variable. The larger the singular value is, the higher is the observability of the corresponding state, and the better is the error estimation result. When the singular value is nearly or equal to zero, the corresponding state is unobservable.
C. ERROR COVARIANCE MATRIX ANALYSIS
Error covariance matrix analysis also determines the observability of each state variable. When the covariance of the state variable does not decrease with time and does not converge to near-zero, the corresponding state variable may be unobservable. The error covariance matrix is analyzed after filtering, so the method can supplement and enhance the SVD method.
D. OBSERVABILITY VERIFICATION FOR DIFFERENT MEASUREMENTS
To confirm that the proposed method can achieve complete observability of state variables, the above three methods were subjected to an observability analysis, and their results were compared among several measurement options. As shown in Fig. 1 , the observability of Methods 1, 2, 3 and 4 were 9, 11, 9 and 12 respectively over the whole estimation process. In other words, only the proposed method observed all state variables. Method 1 has three unobservable measurements φ U , ∇ E , ∇ N , and ε U has low observability ( Table 1 ). This conclusion is consistent with [35] and [36] . Method 2 significantly improved the observability of horizontal inertial devices, but the observability of the heading misalignment error was little improved from that of Method 1. The observability level of Method 3 was almost unchanged from that of the traditional method (Method 1). Finally, it is worth mentioning that Method 4 improved the observability of both the heading misalignment error φ U and vertical gyro bias ε U . Further, reliable evidence is shown in Fig. 2 . Here, an error covariance matrix analysis was performed on the state variables regarded as important by most scholars. As shown in Fig. 2 (a)-(b) , the horizontal alignment error φ E , φ N (diagonal values) in Method 4 gradually decreased and converges to zero as the filtering time increased. The observability of φ E , φ N increased from 9.8313, and 9.8313 to 13.5071, and 13.5070 respectively (Table 2) , consistent with the analysis of the SVD method. The φ U , ε U error diagonal values in Method 4 exhibited similar characteristic, the increasing magnitudes of the observabilities of both error groups clarify the good estimation effect of the proposed method. The values of the other three methods remained almost constant, and might incur a large estimation error. As shown in Fig. 2 (d) -(e), the horizontal gyro bias ε E , ε N also provided good estimation (increasing from 9.7803 to 13.5440 as the filtering time increased). As Methods 2 and 4 adopt the equivalent accelerometer output as an extended measurement, error covariance matrices of ∇ E , ∇ N quickly converged to zero [ Fig. 2 (g)-(h) , see also the enhanced observability values in Table 2 ]. The observability of ∇ U remains basically the same, so the trend of its error diagonal value was also consistent [ Fig.2 (i) ]. The above results confirm that the proposed method can achieve complete observability of state variables and improve the observability to some extent. The analysis also indirectly proves the correctness and feasibility of the theoretical analysis in Sections 2 and 3.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
This section analyzes the results of Section 4 in a simulation study under the following parameter settings:
Latitude: 40 Methods 2 and Method 4 significantly improved the convergence speed of the alignment (Figs. 3 and 4 ). Because the equivalent horizontal acceleration output is used as an extended measurement, the horizontal alignment error can be directly estimated from the equivalent output without requiring the first derivative of the velocity error. Therefore, the alignment effect was improved. Obviously, the proposed method achieved fast convergence of heading alignment error ( Fig. 5 ), whereas the estimation result of the other three methods seemed to diverge. As seen in Table 2 , the observability of φ U was significantly improved by the proposed method, so the heading alignment error converged to the desired value. Conversely, the observability of φ U in the other three methods was similar and relatively low, leading to heading alignment errors, it might lengthen the time of achieving a good estimate. Another possible reason for the improvement is the higher observability of ε U in the proposed method, enabling fast and accurate estimation of the heading alignment error.
The observability of east gyro and north gyro bias increased from 9.7803 to 13.5440, respectively (Table 2) . Meanwhile, the error covariance value is also rapidly reduced to zero [ Fig. 2 (d) -(e)]. It can be seen that the convergence speed is obviously accelerated (Figs. 6-7) . and the observability of the up gyro bias has an order of magnitude improvement from 0.006 to 1.000 ( Table 2 ). As in Fig.2 (f) , only the error covariance of the proposed method is reduced to near-zero, and the other three methods do not work. It can be concluded that the proposed method also increased the gyro bias observability, meaning that the gyro bias is estimated quickly and accurately. While the other methods present a diverging trend, which may take longer to estimate. Therefore, the method provides a solid foundation for accurately estimating alignment errors.
Last but not least, these analyses yielded other interesting results. Including:
(1) The equivalent horizontal accelerometer output in the extended measurement equation certainly accelerated the convergence of the horizontal alignment error (c.f. Methods 1 and 2), (2) Introducing the equivalent gyroscope output improved the convergence speed of the heading alignment error (c.f. Methods 2 and 4), (3) Introducing the equivalent east gyroscope output did not obviously improve the single-position alignment (c.f. Methods 1 and 3), confirming that additional rotation methods (such as the two-position method in [2] ) are needed to improve the observability of state variables, (4) The equivalent gyroscope output better improved the convergence of the stationary alignment than the output of a single channel (c.f. Methods 3 and 4).
VI. CONCLUSION
We presented a new method that improves the convergence speed of stationary initial alignment. Based on the coupling relationships between the state variables, extended measurement information was derived in the outputs of equivalent inertial devices. Then, the inherent reasons for fast alignment of the extended measurement was identified. Different measurement combinations were then analyzed by the proposed method and (for comparison) the PWCS, SVD and error covariance matrix analysis. The results of the three established methods were completely consistent. It is found that the method proposed achieved complete observability of the state system. The method increased the observabilities of φ U , ∇ E , ∇ N , ε U to 3.6278e-05, 1.4138, 1.4119 and 1.0000, respectively, confirming its superiority. It is worth mentioning that alignment error and gyro bias can be estimated quickly and accurately, which has certain theoretical guidance significance. Moreover, the proposed model requires no additional equipment or external signals, and additional measurements, it is only built into the own output of the inertial device. Of course, there remain several avenues for future work. First, the performance of the initial alignment should be enhanced by investigating accurately initial attitudes. Second, how to apply the equivalent measurement input to the carrier motion deserves further attention.
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